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Abstract. Bulk synchronous parallelism (BSP) offers an abstract and simple model of parallelism yet allows to take realistically into account the communication costs of parallel algorithms. BSP has been used in many application domains. BSPlib and its variants are programming libraries for the C language that support the BSP style.

Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML (BSML) is a library for BSP programming with the functional language OCaml. It offers parallel operations on a data structure named parallel vector. BSML provides a global view of programs, i.e. BSML programs can be seen as sequential programs working on a parallel data structure (seq of par) while a BSPlib program is written in the SPMD style and understood as a parallel composition of communicating sequential programs (par of seq). The communication styles of BSML and BSPlib are also quite different.

The contribution of this paper is a BSPlib-style communication API implemented on top of BSML. It has been designed without extending BSML, but only using the imperative features of the underlying functional language OCaml. Programs implemented using this API are syntactically very close to programs implemented using a BSPlib library for the C language. It therefore shows that BSML is universal for the BSP model.
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1. Introduction. Introduced by Valiant [28] and McColl [20], bulk synchronous parallelism (BSP) is a model of parallelism that offers a high level of abstraction yet takes realistically into account communications and synchronization. Works on BSP algorithms are numerous and BSP has been used successfully for a broad variety of applications: scientific computation [2], artificial intelligence [5, 6, 25], parallel databases, etc. It has also inspired more recent frameworks such as Pregel [19], and open source frameworks such as Giraph1.

The BSP model considers a BSP computer to be a distributed memory machine: $p$ processor-memory pairs connected through a network allowing point-to-point communications, and a global synchronization unit. However this architecture should a thought as an abstraction one: The BSP model targets all general purpose parallel architectures. Such architectures can always be seen as BSP computers. For example shared memory machines as well as clusters of PC can be seen as BSP computers even if some of their components are implemented as software instead of being implemented as hardware.

A BSP program is a sequence of super-steps. The parallelism therefore resides in each super-step. A super-step is composed of three phases: A computation phase where each processor computes using only the data it holds in its local memory; a communication phase where processors request data from other processors; and finally a synchronization phase which ends the super-step. The data requests are guaranteed to have been fulfilled when the synchronization phase ends. This structured form of parallel programs is the basis for the BSP cost model. In this context, cost means the estimate of parallel execution time. For the sake of conciseness, we omit the description of the cost model.

BSP algorithms can of course be implemented using a general message passing programming library such as MPI. However it is possible to optimize communications by taking into account the specific structure of BSP programs. Therefore, soon after the BSP model was introduced, two main libraries to support BSP programming were developed: the Green BSP library [9], and the Oxford BSP tool set [22]. To promote the adoption of the BSP model, the developers of these libraries produced a standard proposal: The BSPlib library [11]. Several implementations of this standard exist, some proposing extensions to the standard [1, 3, 27, 29, 30]. All these libraries are for the C imperative programming language (or more recently C++), and follow an imperative programming style.

Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML or BSML [4, 16] is also a programming library that supports the BSP model, but for the functional programming language OCaml2. The style of this library is purely functional and there

---

1http://giraph.apache.org
2http://www.ocaml.org
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even exists a formal semantics as an extension of the \(\lambda\)-calculus [17].

It has been often claimed that BSML is universal for BSP programming, meaning that any BSP algorithm can be implemented using BSML. However most of the published BSP algorithms are written in an imperative style and with imperative data structures. Even if OCaml supports the imperative, functional and object-oriented programming styles, communications and synchronizations styles are very different between BSPlib and BSML. It is thus interesting to explore that claim and check whether imperative BSP algorithms could be implemented using BSPlib-style programming in BSML.

The contribution of this paper demonstrates that indeed any imperative BSP algorithm can be implemented with BSML using only the BSML pure functional primitives and some imperative features of its host language OCaml.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present BSP programming using BSPlib and using BSML and we emphasize the differences between these two styles of programming. Section 3 is devoted to a BSPlib-like programming API for BSML, from the point of view of the user of the API. Some examples are implemented with this API and compared with their BSPlib counterparts. We present the API from the point of view of the implementer in Section 4. This API is compared with a BSPlib implementation from a performance point of view in Section 5. Related work is discussed in Section 6. We conclude and give future research directions in Section 7.

This is an extended version of [15]: the current paper offers improved presentations of programming with BSPlib and BSML, of the API, as well as additional examples. Sections 4, 5, and 6 are completely new.

2. Bulk Synchronous Parallel Programming.

2.1. Programming with BSPlib. BSPlib is a standard proposal for C libraries supporting the BSP model. Some of the implementations of BSPlib provide extensions to the standard. We focus on the standard, and more precisely on the Direct Remote Memory Access (DRMA) communication primitives. The Message Passing sub-part of the standard could be treated in a similar way than the DRMA part. Moreover, they are more BSP algorithms implemented using the DRMA sub-part of the standard.

The BSPlib standard features initialization and finalization phases of a BSPlib program:

```c
void bsp_begin(int maxprocs);
void bsp_end();
```

However these phases are implicit in BSML, so we do not describe them more here.

A BSPlib program follows the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm. BSPlib programmers write one program parametrized by the process identifier, and the parallel program is the (implicit) parallel composition of several instantiations of this parametrized communicating sequential program.

To access the processor identifier and the total number of processors, BSPlib provides respectively the following two functions:

```c
int bsp_pid();   // Access to processor identifier
int bsp_nprocs(); // Access to total number of processors
```

Before being able to read/write from the memory of another processor, processors should indicate that some memory locations will be able to be accessed by distant processors. This is done using the following functions:

```c
void bsp_push_reg(const void *ident, int size);
void bsp_pop_reg (const void *ident);
```

When a processor calls one of these two functions, all the processors should perform a call to the same function. The registration and un-registration are active only after the super-step where the call is done. It is invalid to try to un-register an unregistered address.

The current super-step ends when all the processors call the function:

```c
void bsp_sync();
```

There are two main functions to read from/write to remote memory:
void bsp_put(int pid, const void *src, 
    void *dst, int offset, int nbytes);
void bsp_get(int pid, const void *src, 
    int offset, void *dst, int nbytes);

bsp_put(pid, src, dst, offset, nbytes) requests the writing of nbytes bytes of data from memory address src of the process executing the function, to memory address dst (plus offset bytes displacement from dst) of processor pid. The destination address should have been previously registered.

bsp_get(pid, src, offset, dst, nbytes) requests the reading of nbytes bytes of data from address src (plus offset) of processor pid and writing into the address dst of the processor executing the call. The source address should have been previously registered.

The data is guaranteed to have been exchanged at the end of the super-step, i.e. after a call to bsp_sync.

void shift(int * value)
{
    int dst = (bsp_pid()+1)%bsp_nprocs();
    bsp_push_reg(value, sizeof(int));
    bsp_sync();
    bsp_put(dst, value, value, 0, sizeof(int));
    bsp_pop_reg(value);
    bsp_sync();
}

void scatter(int root, int * a, int * v)
{
    bsp_push_reg(v, sizeof(int));
    bsp_sync();
    if(bsp_pid()==root){
        for(int dst=0;dst<bsp_nprocs();dst++)
            bsp_put(dst,&a[dst],v,0,sizeof(int));
    }
    bsp_pop_reg(v);
    bsp_sync();
}

void gather(int root, int * value, int * array)
{
    bsp_push_reg(array,bsp_nprocs()*sizeof(int));
    bsp_sync();
    bsp_put(root, value, array, bsp_pid()*sizeof(int), sizeof(int));
    bsp_pop_reg(array);
    bsp_sync();
}

Fig. 2.1. BSpLib for C Examples

Figure 2.1 presents several examples of functions written using BSpLib. These are collective communication functions: all the processors are supposed to call the same function with coherent parameters. For example the root argument should be the same for all processor identifiers.

shift shifts “to the right” the content of an int variable on each processor. In a non SPMD view, value could be seen as a parallel array (of size bsp_nprocs()) of integers. shifts shifts circularly this array to the right.
scatter scatters the content of an array \(a\) of size \(\text{bsp\_nprocs}()\) at processor \(\text{root}\) to an \(\text{int}\) variable \(v\) on each processor. This function must be called with the same value of \(\text{root}\) on all the processors and at processor \(\text{root}\) array \(a\) should contain at least \(\text{bsp\_nprocs}()\) \(\text{int}\) values.

\text{gather} is the dual of \text{scatter}: It gathers all of each \(\text{int}\) value on each processor in an array in the memory of the \(\text{root}\) processor. \(\text{root}\) should have the same value on all the processors, while \(\text{array}\) only needs to be allocated and have size at least \(\text{bsp\_nprocs}()\) on processor \(\text{root}\) only.

2.2. Programming with BSML. The remaining of the paper assumes some familiarity with a statically typed higher-order functional programming language such as Haskell, Standard ML or OCaml. A concise introduction to OCaml is [23].

Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML or BSML is an explicit parallel functional language, extension of the ML family of functional languages. Currently there exists an implementation as a library for the OCaml language, implemented on top of MPI. Compared to the implementation of a full BSML language, the current implementation does not provide a type checker specific to BSML code (even if such a type checker has been designed [8]). In essence the BSML programming style is purely functional. It is nevertheless possible to use the imperative features of OCaml in combination to BSML. However in this case, some care is required: some unsafe programs could be written (an implementation of the type checker previously mentioned would reject such programs).

BSML offers four constants to access the parameters of the underlying BSP architecture: \(\text{bsp\_p}\) returns the number of processors in the parallel machine. The other parameters are omitted in this paper as they are related to the BSP cost model.

BSML parallelism is based on a parallel data structure named \emph{parallel vector}. In a parallel vector, each processor contains one value of the vector. Using this data structure, BSML offers a global view of parallel programs, i.e. a program looks like a sequential program but operates on parallel data structures. It is very different from the SPMD paradigm: The global parallel structure of SPMD programs is much harder to understand than programs that offer a global view. Parallel vectors are the only way to obtain different values at different processors. All code outside parallel vectors is \emph{replicated} among the processors and assured (if the program is purely functional) to be consistent everywhere. This view of replication is however the view of the BSML implementer: for the developer of BSML programs, code outside parallel vectors is just usual sequential code.

Parallel vectors have a polymorphic type: \(\text{'a\ par}\), meaning a parallel vector where each processor contains a value of type \(\text{'a}\). OCaml is a higher-order functional language: \(\text{'a}\) could be replaced by any type, including a type of function. There is one restriction: Nesting is forbidden so \(\text{'a}\) could not be a parallel type. The type system [8] also rejects programs with such nesting.

It is important to note that, like other high-level abstractions such as Powerlists [24], there is no index notation for parallel vectors. In other words, there is no direct access to individual values in parallel vectors: Vectors are handled globally through four BSML primitive functions.

The function \text{mkpar}: (int→‘a) → ‘a\ par builds a parallel vector from a function \(f\). At processor \(i\) the vector will have value \((f\ i)\). For example with 8 processors:\footnote{We show here the evaluation of BSML expressions inside the BSML interactive loop.}

\begin{verbatim}
# let \(r\) = mkpar (fun \(i\)→2*\(i\));;
val \(r\) : int par = <0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14>

# let \(l\) =
  let \(f\ i\) = (i-1) \% bsp_p in
  mkpar \(f\);
val \(l\) : int par = <7, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6>
\end{verbatim}

where \# is the prompt of the interactive loop, and the answer has the form \text{name : type = value} and, in the interactive loop, parallel vectors are written \(\langle a_0, \ldots, a_{p-1}\rangle\). \%\% is a modulo operator that always returns a positive number.
OCaml is a higher-order language, functions are first class citizens. It is therefore possible to build a parallel vector of functions:

```ocaml
# let vf = mkpar (fun i -> fun x -> x + i);;
val vf : (int->int) par = < <fun>, ..., <fun> >
```

vf is a parallel vector where each processor i contains the function \( \text{fun } x \rightarrow x + i \). In the toplevel, the value representing a function is symbolized by an abstract value \(<\text{fun}>\).

A parallel vector of functions is not a function: It cannot be applied to another parallel vector. A BSML primitive is needed to apply point-wisely a parallel vector of functions to a parallel vector of values. For example:

```ocaml
# let vv1 = apply vf r;;
val vv1 : int Bsml.par = <0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21>
```

The type of `apply` is \((\text{a } \rightarrow \text{b}) \text{ par } \rightarrow \text{a par } \rightarrow \text{b par})\). `mkpar` and `apply` only operate in the computation phase of a BSP super-step. Communications and implicit global synchronizations are performed using the primitives `proj` and `put`.

The function `proj` : \(\text{a par } \rightarrow (\text{int } \rightarrow \text{a})\) is the almost the dual of `mkpar`: from a parallel vector it creates a (replicated) function. However for a function \(f\), \(\text{proj}(\text{mkpar } f)\) is different from \(f\): \(f\) may be defined for a negative input, or for an input greater or equal to \(\text{bsp}_p\), but \(\text{proj}(\text{mkpar } f)\) is only defined on the interval \([0, \text{bsp}_p - 1]\).

```ocaml
# let fr = proj r;;
val fr: int -> int = <fun>
# let four = fr 2;;
val four : int = 4
```

`proj` requires communications and a synchronization barrier to be evaluated. For more involved communication patterns, one needs to use the `put` function. It allows any local value to be transferred to any other processor. As `proj`, it ends the current super-step by a synchronization barrier.

The type if `put` is \((\text{int } \rightarrow \text{a})\text{par} \rightarrow (\text{int } \rightarrow \text{a})\text{par}\). A canonical use of `put` is `put (mkpar (fun src dst -> e))` where expression \(e\) computes (or usually, selects) the data that should be sent (depending on the processor identifier \(src\)) to processor \(dst\).

Both the input and the result of the evaluation of a call to `put` are vectors of functions. In the input, each function encodes the messages to be sent by one processor to all the other processors, while in the output each function encodes the messages received by one processor from all the other processors. At a processor \(j\) the function obtained by a call to `put`, when applied to \(i\), yields the value received from processor \(i\) by processor \(j\).

For example, shifting the values of a parallel vector to the right could be written:

```ocaml
# let shift vv =
  let msg src v dst = if dst=(src+1) mod bsp_p then [v] else [] in
  let msgs = apply (mkpar msg) vv in
  let srcs = mkpar (fun i->(i-1)%%bsp_p) in
  parfun List.hd (apply (put msgs) srcs) in
val shift : 'a par -> 'a par = <fun>
# let vv2 = shift (mkpar string_of_int);;
val vv2 : string par = <"7", "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6"> where let parfun f v = apply (mkpar(fun i-> f)) v and List.hd returns the head of a non empty list.
```

In this example, the empty list [] is used as a way to mean “no message”. The empty list is not sent to other processors. For any sum type the first constant constructor is considered to mean “no message”. Even if `put` looks like a total exchange, it is not due to these special values.

The `shift` function proceeds as follows. `msgs` is a parallel vector of functions. At each processor `src`, it contains a function that returns the local value of vector `vv` (encapsulated in a singleton list) if applied to a process identifier equals to \((src+1) \text{ mod bsp}_p\) (the processor “to the right” of `src`, the processor to the right of
let shift (value: int ref) =
  begin
    bsp.push_reg value (ref int);
    bsp.sync();
    let dst = (bsp.pid()+1) mod bsp.nprocs() in
    bsp.put dst !value value int;
    bsp.pop_reg value (ref int);
    bsp.sync();
  end

let gather (root: int) (value: int) (a:int array) =
  begin
    bsp.push_reg a (array int);
    bsp.sync();
    bsp.put sa root value a (bsp.pid()) int;
    bsp.pop_reg a (array int);
    bsp.sync();
  end

let scatter (root: int) (a: int array) (value: int ref) =
  begin
    bsp.push_reg value (ref int);
    bsp.sync();
    if (bsp.pid() = root) then
      begin
        for dst=0 to bsp.nprocs() − 1 do
          bsp.put dst a.(dst) value int;
        done
      end;
    bsp.pop_reg value (ref int);
    bsp.sync();
  end

Fig. 3.1. BSPlib for BSML Examples

the last processor being the first processor) and returns the empty list otherwise. Thus each of the functions of 
msgs encodes the messages to be sent by one processor to other processors, and some of the values mean “no message”. (put msgs) is also a vector of functions. Now each of these functions encodes the messages received 
from other processors. We are only interested in messages coming from the processor immediately “to the 
left”. The vector srcs contains at each processor the processor identifier of the processor to its left. Applying 
the vector of functions (put msg) to srcs therefore yields at each processor the message received from its left 
neighbour. As the value has been encapsulated into a singleton list, we need to apply, at each processor, the 
function List.hd.

3. An API for Imperative BSP Programming in BSML. In this section we present how to program 
with the proposed BSPlib API for OCaml implemented on top of BSML. The examples of BSPlib for C presented 
in Figure 2.1 are translated to this new API for OCaml in Figure 3.1. The imperative BSP programming styles 
for both C and OCaml are very close. With BSML it is therefore possible to use both styles: the BSPlib-like 
imperative style and the original BSML pure functional style.

One main difference between OCaml and C is that OCaml is strongly typed. Therefore it is not possible 
to directly translate in OCaml the BSPlib for C primitives where all data is considered as arrays of bytes.
Moreover, by default all variables are immutable in OCaml, but variables which types are *references or arrays* (and some others omitted here).

Furthermore programming in BSML does not follow the SPMD paradigm but the global view paradigm. However the proposed API does follow the SPMD paradigm. We explain in Section 4 how we dealt with this problem.

Finally, the implementation of a BSPlib-like API in OCaml requires to store references in a table. This is not easy as a reference to an `int` has a different type than a reference to a `float` and that data structures in OCaml are usually parametric polymorphic, meaning a structure should contain values of the same type.

The solution to this problem is to use generalized abstract data types (GADT) [7] to have values representing types so that a value \( v \) and a value \( \tau \) representing the type \( \tau \) of the value \( v \) can be packed together into a value \( v \text{packed} \) whose type does not depend on the type \( \tau \). We will discuss this technical point further in Section 4.

**Memory visibility.** The impact on the API is that instead of having the size of an address we want to register, we have an expression that represents the type of the value we want to register (or un-register):  

\[
\text{bsp.push_reg: 'a \rightarrow 'a Type.ty \rightarrow unit}
\]

\[
\text{bsp.pop_reg: 'a \rightarrow 'a Type.ty \rightarrow unit}
\]

These two functions are polymorphic, but if they are called on values that are not mutable, an error occurs (unit is the type of the value () usually returned by functions that only produce side effects).

For example, \( \text{let x = ref 0 in bsp.push_reg x int} \) will register the reference \( x \) (to an int) for DRMA communications. \text{ref} in OCaml is applied to a value \( v \) and creates a reference to a value of the type of \( v \), with initial value \( v \). In the example, the content referenced by \( x \) is therefore mutable. It is mandatory to specify the type also for \text{bsp.pop_reg} while the C version only needs the address of the memory location to un-register.

**Synchronization barrier.** As in BSPlib for C, a call to \texttt{bsp.sync()} ends the super-step by a synchronization barrier. A call to \texttt{bsp.pid()} returns the processor identifier, and a call to \texttt{bsp.nprocs()} return the number of processors of the BSP machine.

**DRMA communications.** The type of function \texttt{bsp.put} is:

\[
\text{bsp.put: int \rightarrow 'a \rightarrow 'a ref \rightarrow 'a Type.ty \rightarrow unit}
\]

\( \text{bsp.put pid v r ty} \) writes the value \( v \) to (registered) reference \( r \) of processor \( pid \). The type of value \( v \) should be represented by \( ty \). With \texttt{bsp.put}, values can only be written as a whole, even if they are arrays. This is therefore less flexible than the corresponding BSPlib for C function where arrays can be considered partly using the \texttt{offset} and \texttt{ nbytes} arguments.

To provide such a flexibility, and due to typing constraints, we propose two variants of \texttt{bsp.put}:

\[
\text{bsp.put_sa: int \rightarrow 'a \rightarrow 'a array \rightarrow int \rightarrow 'a Type.ty \rightarrow unit}
\]

\[
\text{bsp.put_aa: int \rightarrow 'a array \rightarrow 'a array \rightarrow int \rightarrow int \rightarrow 'a Type.ty \rightarrow unit}
\]

\( \text{bsp.put_sa} \) is used to put a scalar value into a remote array: \( \text{bsp.put_sa pid v a k ty} \) writes value \( v \) whose type is represented by value \( ty \) at index \( k \) of the remote array \( a \) at processor \( pid \). The type of \( a \) should be represented by the value \texttt{array ty}.

\( \text{bsp.put_aa} \) is used to deal with arrays both at the source and at the destination. \( \text{bsp.put_aa pid a1 a2 offset size ty} \) writes \texttt{size} values of array \( a1 \) whose \texttt{elements} type is represented by value \( ty \) at offset \texttt{offset} of the remote array \( a2 \) at processor \( pid \).

The imperative API also offers functions to read from remote memory:

\[
\text{bsp.get: int \rightarrow 'a ref \rightarrow 'a ref \rightarrow 'a Type.ty \rightarrow unit}
\]

and the associated \texttt{sa} and \texttt{aa} variants.

4. **Implementation of the Imperative API.** In the development of the imperative API, two difficulties had to be overcome: typing issues and offering a SPMD view for the API while BSML offers a global view. Before explaining how we dealt with these issues, let us describe briefly the data structures used to implement the API.
Data Structures. \texttt{bsp\_put} and \texttt{bsp\_get} can only target memory locations that have been previously registered. The first data structure is a table of registered memory locations, implemented as a mutable list of such memory locations (or references). As in OCaml, references to a value of type \texttt{int} has a different type than a reference to a value of type \texttt{float}; this list should contain values of the type \texttt{Dyn.t} described below.

In our API the message requests are actually exchanged when \texttt{bsp\_sync} is called. Therefore we need a data structure to contain the message requests added to this structure by calls to \texttt{bsp\_put} and \texttt{bsp\_get}. This data structure is a mutable list of value of type \texttt{request}. This type has six constructors that correspond to the three versions of \texttt{bsp\_put} and the three versions of \texttt{bsp\_get} (The arguments to these six constructors are the arguments to these six functions but the destination reference which is replaced by the \texttt{position} of the reference in the registered memory location table).

Typing Issues. We use a recently introduced feature of OCaml: generalised algebraic data-types or GADT. GADT are extensions of sum types (or variant types). A sum type in OCaml is similar to a union type in C or a record type with variant parts in Ada. However there is no discriminant field. Instead each case is associated with a symbol, called constructor. Constructors are used to discriminate between values of the sum type. For example abstract syntax trees for a small language of integers and boolean expressions could be implemented as the following type:

\begin{verbatim}
| type expr =
| | Int of int
| | Bool of bool
| | Add of expr * expr
| | And of expr * expr
\end{verbatim}

It is of course possible to write meaningless (non well typed) expressions such as \texttt{And(Int 0, Bool true)}. To reject such expressions it would be necessary to write a type checking function, for example:

\begin{verbatim}
| type ty = | TBool | TInt
| let rec type\_of : expr \rightarrow ty option = function
| | Int \_ \rightarrow Some TInt
| | Bool \_ \rightarrow Some TBool
| | Add(e1, e2) \rightarrow
| | \hspace{1em} if (type\_of e1) = Some TInt \&\& (type\_of e2) = Some TInt
| | \hspace{2em} then Some TInt else None
| | And(e1, e2) \rightarrow
| | \hspace{1em} if (type\_of e1) = Some TBool \&\& (type\_of e2) = Some TBool
| | \hspace{2em} then Some TBool else None
\end{verbatim}

where the type \texttt{\_ option} is a sum type with too constructor: \texttt{Some} that takes as argument a value of type \texttt{\_} and \texttt{None}.

\texttt{type\_of} can therefore return a value of type \texttt{ty} embedded in a \texttt{Some} constructor if the input expression is well typed, and returns \texttt{None} if the expression is not well typed.

GADT introduce two novelties with respect to sum types: The possibility to have more constrained type parameters depending on the constructor, and the possibility to introduce existential type variables, i.e. using a type variable in a constructor case that is not one of the type parameters.

Using GADT it is possible to rewrite the previous example in such a way that it is not possible to write meaningless expressions, using the type system of OCaml:

\begin{verbatim}
| type \_ expr =
| | Int: int \rightarrow int expr
| | Bool: bool \rightarrow bool expr
| | Add: int expr \& int expr \rightarrow int expr
| | And: bool expr \& bool expr \rightarrow bool expr
\end{verbatim}

Now the type \texttt{expr} has a type parameter (here written \_ because we don’t need it to have an explicit name) that allows to indicate the type of the expression. This allows to specify the type of expressions the constructors \texttt{Add}
and `And` take as argument. Trying to use `And(Int 0, Bool true)` would raise a compile time type error indicating that `Int 0` has type `int expr` but that `And` expects a value of type `bool expr`.

It is possible to write a GADT such that values of this type represent the type of the GADT type parameter:

```ocaml
let int = Int
(\_ \_ \_)
let array a = Array a
```

For example the value `Array Int` has type `array ty` and represents the type `int array`. In order to ease the use of this GADT, we defined constants and functions to build values of type `ty` that are very close syntactically to the type they represents:

```ocaml
let int = Int
(\_ \_ \_)
let array a = Array a
```

For example the type `int list array` of arrays containing a list of integers in each cell is represented by the value `array (list int)`. Note that function `ref` that builds a reference from a value is masked by our definition of `ref`. The former is now written `P.ref`.

To be able to store different communication requests into the same data structure, we need a way to store data in a type such that the type does not depend on the type of the stored data, but still allowing some type checking by OCaml, to avoid to write or read data of a wrong type to/from remote memory. To do so we use the second feature of GADT: existential types.

The module `Dyn` provides an abstract type `t` implemented as

```ocaml
type t = D: \alpha ty \to \alpha \to t
```

A value of type `Dyn.t` contains a value `v` of some type `\tau` plus a value `v`, representing the type `\tau` i.e. a value of type `\tau` of type `t`. Dyn also provides a function `make: \alpha ty \to \alpha \to t` to build values of type `Dyn.t` and update functions: `update_ref`, `update_array` and `update_array_a`. These functions take two values of type `Dyn.t` (and possibly an offset and a size) and update the first argument if it is a mutable value, with the value of the second argument, if their types are equivalent.

When all processors call `bsp_push_reg r ty`, the API stores `make r ty` of type `Dyn.t` in the table of registered memory locations. As all processors are supposed to call this function, there is a consistent indexing of visible memory locations.

When a processor calls `bsp_put pid v r ty`, the API stores `make v ty` of type `Dyn.t` in a table of communication requests together with the index of `r` in the table of registered memory locations. At a call to `bsp_sync` the requests are sent to the destination processors. As the data part of write/read requests are communicated as values of type `Dyn.t`, at destination the memory is updated using the update functions of module `Dyn`. When all the updates are done, the next super-step can begin.

**Global view vs. SPMD.** As a BSML program deals with a whole parallel machine and individual processors at the same time, a distinction between the levels of execution that take place is needed. *Replicated execution* is the default. Code that does not involve BSML primitives is run by the parallel machine as it would be by a single processor. Replicated code is executed at the same time by every processor, and leads to the same result everywhere. *Local execution* is what happens inside parallel vectors, on each of their components: The processor uses its local data to do computation that may be different from other processors. *Global execution* concerns the set of all processors together, but as a whole and not as a single processor, for example the use of communication primitives.

Consider the following program:

```ocaml
let x = ref 0 in
let vv3 = mkpar(fun pid -> x := pid) in
if !x <-> 0 then shift vv1 else vv1
```
The mutable variable \( x \) is created at the replicated level. Therefore its value would be the same on all the processors. However it is mutated differently on each processor at the local level inside \( \text{mkpar}(\text{fun pid} \rightarrow x := \text{pid}) \). The content of \( x \) is no longer replicated. This could cause a problem if the value of \( x \) is used again at the replicated or global level. In the example all the processors will call \( \text{shift} \) but processor 0. As synchronization barriers should be called by all the processors in BSP, this program fails.

Such an example is rejected by the type system [8]. However BSML current implementation is a library only: it does not come with a type checker. In the implementation of the API we use a replicate reference to store the process identifier and modify it locally so that the content of this reference is the processor identifier. That allows to implement \( \text{bsp.pid} \) and write programs in the SPMD style. Registered memory locations as well as the communication requests are also in replicated mutable variables but don’t remain replicated due to the use of \( \text{bsp.pid} \) in the control flow. Note that the problem exposed above is still present, and it is actually quite easy to write incorrect BSPlib C programs from the point of view of synchronization.

However instead of using the type checker [8] it may be possible to relax the type system to allow the implementation of the imperative API to type check and add an adaptation of the static analysis proposed by Jakobsson et al. [12] to avoid synchronization errors.

5. Experiments. The current implementation of the proposed API is a proof of concept, and we favor simplicity and conciseness over performances. However, we experimented the performances of the BSML BSPlib API with respect to a BSPlib implementation in C, and a functional style BSML implementation. The experiments were conducted on a shared memory machine running Ubuntu Linux 16.04, with two Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 processors (16 cores each) at 2.10 GHz and 256Gb of memory. The following libraries and compilers were used:

- BSPonMPI version 0.4.2,
- BSML version 0.5.4,
- OpenMPI version 1.5.4,
- OCaml version 4.04.0,
- GCC version 5.4.0 (with optimization flag -O3).

The test application is an inner product. The main function of the BSPlib version in C is shown in Figure 5.1 (taken from BSPEdupack [2]). \( p \) is the total number of processors, \( s \) is the local processor identifier, and \( n \) is the size of the vectors. The corresponding version using the proposed API for BSML is depicted in Figure 5.2. Basically only the local variable declarations are different. We also tested variant where \( \text{bsp.sync()} \) was replaced by \( \text{Put.bsp.sync()} \) a slightly optimized version that avoids to do a second “empty” synchronization barrier when no communication request is a \( \text{bsp.get} \). Finally we tested a version mostly in the functional BSML style (Figure 5.3).

The experiments were done using respectively 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 cores, and for two global size of vectors: \( 10^3 \) and \( 10^9 \). The results are presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5: each figure indicates the median value of 100 measures as well as the standard deviation.

For size \( 10^3 \) the communication and synchronization costs are dominant and therefore the running time increases with the number of cores. BSML communication and synchronization phases are more expensive than BSPlib for C communication and synchronisation phases. The first reason is that the communication functions \( \text{proj} \) and \( \text{put} \) are polymorphic: serialization of the data to be exchanged is performed, and the resulting raw data is bigger than its non serialized counterpart. The second reason is that for \( \text{put} \), the encapsulation of messages into functions makes necessary the application of each of these functions to all the process identifiers. OCaml sequential computations on arrays are also slightly less efficient than C sequential computations on arrays.

The BSPlib API for BSML is even less efficient: Indeed a call to \( \text{bsp.sync} \) in this case requires two underlying calls to \( \text{put} \), but for the BSPlib+BSML Opt. version: its performance is closer to the functional BSML version. For the general \( \text{bsp.sync()} \) is because to implement \( \text{bsp.get} \) messages, a first call to put is needed to send a request for the data, and a second call to put is needed for the requested processors to send back the requested data. When a super-step contains only \( \text{bsp.put} \) messages, we optimized the implementation of the API to perform only one call to \( \text{put} \). For size \( 10^9 \), all the versions based on BSML have very close performances.

The difference of performance for size \( 10^9 \) between the C version and the BSML versions is mostly due to the difference in sequential performance, and the serialization for data that both takes time and makes messages
double bspip(int p, int s, int n, double *x, double *y){
    Inprod= vecallocd(p);
    bsp_push_reg(Inprod,p*SZDBL);
    bsp_sync();
    
    inprod= 0.0;
    for (i=0; i<nloc(p,s,n); i++) inprod += x[i]*y[i];
    for (t=0; t<p; t++) bsp_put(t,&inprod,Inprod,s*SZDBL,SZDBL);
    bsp_sync();
    
    alpha= 0.0;
    for (t=0; t<p; t++) alpha += Inprod[t];
    bsp_pop_reg(Inprod); vecfreed(Inprod);
    
    return alpha;
}

Fig. 5.1. Inner Product: BSPlib C Version

let bspip (p:int) (s:int) (n:int) (x:float array) (y:float array) : float =
let inprod_array = Array.make (bsp nprocs()) 0.0 in
let inprod = P. ref 0.0 and alpha = P. ref 0.0 in
begin
    bsp_push_reg inprod_array (array float);
    bsp_sync();
    
    for i=0 to (nloc p s n)−1 do inprod := !inprod +. x.(i) *. y.(i) done;
    for t=0 to p−1 do bsp_put_s at inprod inprod_array s float done;
    bsp_sync();
    
    for t=0 to p−1 do alpha := !alpha +. inprod_array.(t) done;
    bsp_pop_reg inprod_array (array float);
    
    !alpha
end

Fig. 5.2. Inner Product: BSPlib API for BSML Version

bigger. The performance difference between the C version and the BSML functional version could be reduced in general, if BSML was extended with more specialized versions of put (and proj) so that the messages are not encapsulated into functions, and that for basic types, values are not serialized.

6. Related Work. Recent implementations of BSPlib for C include BS PonMPI [27], MultiCore BSP [30], and Zefiros BSP [29]. BS PonMPI targets distributed memory machines while MultiCore BSP and Zefiros BSP target shared memory machines. They are very close to the standard. There exists a BSPlib implementation for Java [10]. This implementation is closer to the C style libraries than a new design focusing on object orientation. The proposed API is therefore very close to all these libraries. The structured parallelism of BSP also allowed to design a “mock” BSPlib library for testing and debugging imperative BSP programs [26].

The Paderborn University BSPlib (PUB) [3] implements the standard but also adds subset synchronization to BSPlib (and the BSP model). Basically all the BSP primitives are given an additional first argument of type tbsp. This “BSP object” is very similar to an MPI communicator. It allows to create subgroups of processors, to ensure modularity, and to support different threads on the same processor running different BSP computations.
let ip (x: float array)(y:float array) =
let inprod = P. ref 0.0 in
for i=0 to (Array.length x)−1 do inprod := !inprod +. x.(i) * y.(i) done;
!inprod

let bspip (p:int) (s:int) (n:int) (x:float array par) (y:float array par) : float =
begin
let partial_ip = parfun2 ip x y in
List.fold_left (+.) 0. (List.map (proj partial_ip) procs)
end

Fig. 5.3. Inner Product: BSML Version

Fig. 5.4. Experimental Results for Size 10^3

Fig. 5.5. Experimental Results for Size 10^9
Extensions of BSML feature two kinds of parallel compositions, juxtaposition [13] and superposition [14]. Juxtaposition supports subgroups of processors while still follows the pure BSP model: there is no subset synchronization. Superposition can be understood as a structured way to have several threads running different BSP computations. As it is structured, it is not as flexible as the PUB way of having multiple BSP threads. However this structure allows for safely \textit{sharing} synchronization barriers between the threads rather than just ensuring that synchronization barriers do not interfere with each other. Therefore it would be possible to extend our API to handle some of the PUB extensions, subgroups and modularity, but with a different cost model.

There also exists a BSP programming library for the functional programming language Haskell [21]. The evaluation strategy of Haskell makes often more difficult to write BSP programs than BSML in OCaml. As Haskell is a pure functional language, a BSPlib-like API on top of [21] would be very difficult to design and not close to BSPlib C programming.

GADT are useful in the context of parallelism. We also used them for implementing recursive parallel data structures, namely Misra’s powerlists [24], and associated operations in BSML while ensuring that no nesting of parallel vector occurs [18].

7. Conclusion and Future Work. In this paper we show that it is possible to implement a BSPlib-like imperative API using only Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML purely functional primitives together with the \textit{sequential} imperative features of its host language OCaml. Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML is therefore universal for BSP programming.

This implementation relies on a recently introduced feature of OCaml: Generalized Algebraic Data Types (GADT). Experiments show reasonable performances for this proof-of-concept implementation of the API\textsuperscript{4}.

For full usability, the API should support also BSPlib message passing primitives. The type representation module we currently provide should also be extended in two ways: firstly it should support all the OCaml basic types, secondly it should be extensible in particular able to handle user-defined record types and sum types.
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